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Abstract
The phenomenon of intersemiotic translation represents a special creative domain of language procedures because involves a radical change in habits interpretation and new forms of sign manipulation. The phenomenon was firstly defined by Roman Jakobson as transmutation of signs – «an interpretation of verbal signs by means of signs of non verbal sign systems». Despite its theoretic relevance, and in spite of the frequency in which it is practiced, the phenomenon remains virtually unexplored in general explanatory levels (conceptual modeling), as well as from the point of view of the logic of the semiotic processes involved in it. Here we propose an approach based on Charles S. Peirce’s pragmatic philosophy of sign and Stanley Salthe’s hierarchical structuralism, and suggest a preliminary division in classes and modalities of translations with examples involving literature and contemporary dance. We defend a perspective according to which translations involve iconic relationships (analogical mappings) between multi-structured semiotic systems.

Short Description: Our aim is to propose a conceptual model of intersemiotic translation based on C.S Peirce’s pragmatic philosophy and S. Salthe’s hierarchical structuralism.
Intersemiotic translation was defined by Roman Jakobson (1971 [1959]: 261) as ‘transmutation of signs’ — ‘an interpretation of verbal signs by means of signs of non verbal sign systems’. Despite its theoretical relevance, and in spite of the frequency in which it is practiced, the phenomenon remains virtually unexplored in terms of conceptual modeling. The main methodological difficulty is related to the comparison between semiotic systems radically different. As we know, a translation is not committed only to the ‘semantic’ (see Campos, 1972), to which ‘meaningful dimensions’ of semiotic processes are usually attributed. It seems theoretically natural to describe an interlinguistic translation by establishing correlations between comparable semiotic layers of organization — morphological-morphological, phonetic-phonetic, rhythmic-rhythmic (see Jakobson & Pomorska, 1985). However, an intersemiotic translation does not exhibit the same principle of corresponding levels. Here we propose an approach based on Charles S. Peirce’s model of sign process, to provide a preliminary conceptual framework to the phenomena, emphasizing hierarchical properties and aspects.

INTERSEMIOTIC TRANSLATION MODEL

Our approach is based on two premisses: (i) intersemiotic translation is fundamentally a semiotic operation process (semiosis) (Hodgson, 2007; Petrilli, 2003; Stecconi, 1999; Plaza 1987); (ii) semiosis is a multi-layered process (Queiroz & El-Hani, 2006, 2004).

1. Translation as semiosis or the ‘action of sign’

Peirce defined semiosis as an irreducible triadic relation between a Sign, its Object and its Interpretant (CP 2.171, CP 2.274).[1] Any description of semiosis involves a relation constituted by three irreducibly connected terms, which are its minimal constitutive elements (MS 318:81; CP 2.242). In his words:

A Sign may be defined as a Medium for the communication of a Form. [...] As a medium, the Sign is essentially in a triadic relation, to its Object which determines it, and to its Interpretant which it determines. [...] That which is communicated from the Object through the Sign to the Interpretant is a Form; that is to say, it is nothing like an existent, but is a power, is the fact that something would happen under certain conditions (MS 793:1-3; EP2, p. 544, n. 22). (Figure 1).

[1] We shall follow the practice of citing from the Collected Papers of Charles Sanders Peirce (Peirce, 1931-35, 1958) by volume number and paragraph number, preceded by ‘CP’; the Essential Peirce by volume number and page number, preceded by ‘EP’. References to the micro-film edition of Peirce’s papers (Harvard University) will be indicated by ‘MS’, followed by the manuscript number.
Peirce is emphatic when he observes that *form* is nothing like a thing (see De Tienne 2003). It is something that is incorporated into the Object (EP 2.544, n. 22) as a habit, an ‘action rule’ (CP 5.397, CP 2.643), or a ‘disposition’ (CP 5.495, CP 2.170).

There are some important consequences from Peirce’s theory. This model of semiotic operation describes a phenomenon or process as essentially triadic, dynamic, interpreter-dependent, and materially extended (embodied) (see Queiroz & Merrell, 2009, 2006).

2. Translation as a multi-layered process

Another presupposition is related to what we call ‘layer of organization or description level’: if semiotic processes are multi-layered (*multi-level systems*) (see Queiroz & El-Hani, 2006, 2004), an intersemiotic translation (IT) can be described as a multi-hierarchical process of relation between semi-independent layers of descriptions. Basically the layers are coordinated in terms of mutual constraints. In this sense, although we can describe the ‘scenic dance space’, for instance, without reference to ‘movement dynamic morphology’, in fact they are mutually constraining each other in a dance work.

Categorically, intersemiotic translation operates on different layers, selecting relevant aspects from the source and recreating them into the target. For example, from literature to dance, linguistic layers (rhythmic, prosodic, syntactic, or psychological ambience) are translated into dynamic of movement, organization of space, light design, costumes, scenography, etc. Notably, a ‘mapping’ cannot be easily established between layers of different nature (different semiotic systems) (Figure 2):

![Figure 2: Mapping between layers of different nature.](image)

If a translation from a literary work into a dance choreography results in very different materials and structures, how is it possible to compare ‘semiotics source and target’? Possibilities of conceptual mapping between different systems and levels should be provided (Figure 3).
3. Triadic Translation Model
An important consequence related to our premises indicates that a translation is a triadic-dependent relation.

There are two competing analytical possibilities:

1. The sign is the semiotic source (translated work). The object of the translated sign is the object of the semiotic-source and the interpretant (produced effect) is the translator sign (semiotic target). (Figure 4).

2. The sign is the semiotic-target. The object of the sign is the translated work and the interpretant is the effect produced on the interpreter (interpretant). (Figure 5).
According to the process described above, the ‘form’ communicated from the object to the interpretant, produced by means of the sign, is different in each version. How can these differences help us? We can speculate about how the (analytical) alternatives provide the best insights about the phenomenon examined.

Here we insert the hierarchical relations schema to the triadic process according to the first analytical alternative. The interpretant (translated work) is determined by the object, through the sign (semiotic-source). The translated work (I) is the effect produced by the object (O) (the semiotic-source’s object) of the sign (S) (the semiotic source) in a relation mediated by it.

The second analytical version provides us another perspective of the phenomenon, with focus on the reader. Including the hierarchical relations schema to this version, we will have the interpretant (the effect on the interpreter) determined by the object (semiotic-source), through the sign (semiotic-target).

CONCLUSION

IT represents a domain of new language processes because it tends to produce different habits of sign manipulation and interpretation. Nevertheless, there are small amounts of theoretical works systematically produced about the phenomenon. Indeed, the phenomenon is difficult to characterize and compare with analogous phenomena (e.g. inter-linguistic translation). As it involves systems of rather distinct nature, its analysis creates additional difficulties in any theoretical approach compromised with the logic of semiotic processes. One of the consequences of our approach is the importance ascribed to the materiality and dynamic involved in IT, prioritizing the semiotic properties of hierarchical relations between the source and the target signs. The partial results exhibited constitute a preliminary attempt toward modeling IT.
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